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M A R Y L E J O H N S O N 

Readers of the January 1973 issue of 
Progressive Architecture were shocked to 
see that one of VM's annual design awards 
had been given to a project called "House 
of the Century 1972-2072," by Ant [-'arm 
designers Chip Lord, Richard Just, and 
Doug Michels. From the evidence present-
ed, the house, designed for a site on the 
edge of Lake Mo-Jo in Angleton, Texas, 
seemed unbuildable. But the jurors were 
impressed by the documentation of the 
construction process that was included 
with Ant Farm's submission. Commenting 
on the design - which looked more like a 
landlocked submarine than a house-juror 
Hugh Hardy wrote: "This is an act of total 
design, a true form of handicraft, a do-it-
yourself architect as artisan tradi-
tion. It is admittedly a self-indul-
gence, a burlesque freaky thing to 
do, but it honestly admits that."1 

A few months later, skeptics were 
probably mollified when they saw 
the completed house published in 
PA and other art and architecture 
periodicals. The designers and a crew 
of craftsmen and artists had con-
structed it themselves, creating the 
high-tech voluptuousness with hand-
crafting techniques. The house lasted 
only a decade of its nominal lifespan 
before major renovations were 
required because of problems in the 
vapor-proofing methods used. Having 
suffered additional damage from flood-
ing over the last few years, the house 
today stands, as former Ant Farmer Doug 
Michels says, "like a futuristic ruin or 
crashed spaceship in the swamp." 

evolved from early schemes employing 
organic, Gaudiesque forms into smooth, 
sensual curves suggested by automobile 
design and space technology. In its final 
form, the house inspired a range of 
metaphorical interpretations: citing its 
erotic qualities. Play-buy magazine pub-
lished it under the title "A Playboy Pad: 
Texas Time Machine."- In C.asabella, 
Germano Celant wrote that the shape 
was initially like an alligator, later resem-
bled a toad about to jump into the water, 
and finally evolved into an automobile-
inspired form.! Michels claims influences 
that include the 1936 Cord 810, dolphin 
corves, and various architects, from 
Victor Fiona and Hector Guimard to 
Erich Mendelsohn and Eero Saarinen; 
collaborator Richard Jost adds that the 
design evolved into more Euclidean 
shapes as the designers pondered how to 
make it huildable. 

A clay model of the design was produced, 
then sliced into sections at three-foot grid 
intervals to determine the configuration 
of the compound curves that make up the 
house's profile. The designers then 
created 

collages and notes put together daily by 
means of free association of ideas and 
lifestyles. " s 
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The owners of the house, Marilyn and 
Alvin l.ubetkin, were the perfect clients for 
the Ant Farm designers, whose creation 
would incorporate the results of visionary 
experiments that combined art, design, 
and technology. Marilyn l.ubetkin, then 
president of the board of trustees of 
Houston's Contemporary Arts Museum, 
and her husband put their complete trust 
in the group, commissioning a weekend 
house with a media studio for experimen-
tal art and design. 

Ant Farm's interest in curved forms was 
hatched in early experiments with pneu-
matics (inflatable Structures) conducted in 
California, which they documented in 
cheii I97| Inflatocaokbook, a file kit on 
inflatahles. The HOC was a way of going 
from "bubbles to stone" through the use 
of high-early-strength concrete combined 
with boat-building technology. The design 
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plates to hand bend the pipe by 

transferring the curves onto graph paper, 
calculating the required structural com-
ponents by hand. Once the primary, 
structural pipe work was in place, it was 
covered with successive layers of chicken 
wire, three coats of hand-applied high-
early-strength concrete, and a painted 
vapor barrier. The interior walls were 
finished with four inches of foam insula-
tion and upholstered to suggest the look 
of a car headliner. 

The house comprises two bulblike forms 
linked by a two-story tower containing 
the kitchen, bathroom, and mechanical 
services on the ground floor and two 
bedrooms, reached by a curved ladder, 
above. I'he sort, flowing interioi space is 
a sensuous contrast to the hard, high-
tech, white exterior. As there were no 
working drawings of details for the interi-
or, work proceeded on "a mutual under-
standing of aesthetic values":'1 Jost recalls 
the group sitting inside the shell structure, 
"dreaming about what the interior could 
be" - an ad hoc process that Germano 
Celant described as "a plan made up of 

The sculpted interior contours were 
formed of rwo-by-fours laid up on edge, 
laminated, and twisted into furnishings. 
The floor grew up to create a sink in the 
kitchen and a tub in the bath. A similar 
strategy was used to create seating in the 
media studio and the table in the dining 
room, its base carved out as though it had 
been eroded by the water partem that is 
airbrushed below. Molded fiberglass 
pieces also grew out of the floor, one 
incorporating the sink plumbing pipes 
and shower head in the bathroom, anoth-
er forming a fiberglass sculpture called a 
"servoid" in the media room. 

The flowing lines and cavelike qualities of 
the FIOC recall Frederick Kteslcr"* design 
for the Endless House (1959), which 
Doug Michels saw in a show of Kiesler's 
work in 1967, as well as Jacques 
Couelle's houses in Maritimes, France 
(1963). In the Endless House, the walls 

curve up as an extension of 
the floor, and pools arc 
carved out for bathing, simi-
lar to the treatment employed 
by Ant Farm. In the spirit of 
the time, Ant Farm thought 
the shell construction of Hie 
HOC might serve as a pro-
totype for mass-produced 
housing, a concept also 
advanced by Dumehoak 2, 
which espoused building 
free-form or double-
curved shells of ferroce-
ment for hippie 
communities. 

Architect John Johansen, 
a member of the jury that awarded 

the PA citation to the House of the 
Century, had used a similar construction 
method for his own house in New 
Caanan, Connecticut (1959). His design 
applied high-early-strength concrete over 
an armature of steel pipe, rods, and mesh 
to form shells, creating more organic 
forms than those in the HOC. Dissenting 
from the majority opinion of the jury, he 
argued that the 1 louse oi the Century 
should be eliminated from the awards 
because a more "neoprimirive feeling" 
could be created with ferrocement.* 

lint the design of the HOC was never 
intended to evoke a neoprimitive feeling. 
It combined technology and biology to 
create a visionary, forward-looking artis-
tic statement - a place to live in that had 
nothing to do with being a house. • 
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